AQUATIC ECOLOGIST, Ph.D., 11 years' experience in team and individual ecological and radioecological research. Publications. Desires research or research/academic position. Western United States. Box 287, SCIENCE.

Immunologist, Ph.D. Veterinary Technology, M.S. Extensive life science instrumentation experience, desires creative senior research/development position. Box 273, SCIENCE.

Infectious Diseases, M.D., Twenty years' experience. Desires new horison in academic environment. Numerous publications, teaching award, extensive experience with administration and patient care. Box 288, SCIENCE.

Endocrinologist, Ph.D. Biochemistry and physiology, 12 years experience, 5 years in institutional research: steroids, growth hormone, developmental biology. Seeks teaching/research in university. Box 281, SCIENCE.

Infectious Diseases, M.D. Twenty years' experience. Desires new horizon in academic environment. Numerous publications, teaching award, extensive experience with administration and patient care. Box 288, SCIENCE.

Aquatic Ecologist. M.S., Extensive life science instrumentation experience, desires creative senior research/development position. Box 273, SCIENCE.

Terrestrial Ecologist. Faculty position involving undergraduate and graduate teaching and research in the realm of terrestrial ecology. Applicant must have the ability to communicate with students from all faculties who are concerned with the role of ecology in society; with specific reference to central position will be made at the Associate Professor level (1970-71 minimum: $34,400) for a person with a record of at least 5 years of appropriate experience beyond the Ph.D. and names of three referees should be sent to:

H. B. N. Hynes, Chairman, Department of Biology, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

HEAD LITERATURE SECTION

Head Literature Section created due to departmental expansion. To supervise a group responsible for indexing and searching the biomedical literature, preparation of bibliographies, production of current awareness bulletins, and related responsibilities. A Ph.D. chemist or biologist with related experience required. Please send résumé of training, experience and salary expectations to Professional Employment, BRISTOL LABORATORIES, Division of Bristol-Meyers Company, P.O. Box 657, Syracuse, New York 13201. An Equal Opportunity Employer. A Plans For Progress Company

REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGIST. Applicants are invited for this position of staff scientist in the Department of Reproductive Physiology of the Institute of Hormone Biology, Syntax Re. 4401 Fisher Avenue, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304. An equal opportunity employer.

VETERINARY PATHOLOGIST

Faculty position: Teaching and Service Responsibilities. Board certification or equivalent. Rank and salary negotiable. Inquire to: Dr. John McGrath, Laboratory of Pathology, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 19104.

PROTEIN CHEMIST

For Basic Research on Structure. Should be fully trained. Salary dependent upon qualifications. Position available immediately. Please send résumé, Box 290, SCIENCE.

GRADUATE STUDY

Postdoctoral Traineeships (biochemical background) available July 1970. Starting Fall acceptable. Send curriculum vitae to

Milton R. Olsen, M.D., Department of Pediatrics Tufts-New England Medical Center 17 255 Boylston St. Boston, Mass. 02111

The Market Place

BOOKS • SERVICES • SUPPLIES • EQUIPMENT

NEW RADIO-AUTOGRAPHY

now made fast and easy with self-contained, table-top exposure chamber.

For information on the Jofoto Fluid Emulsion System, write to:

Laboratory Products Division
ISOTOPES, 50 Van Buren Avenue Westwood, N.J. 07675
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